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ABSTRACT              

The mobile and self-perpetuating nature of transposons allows them to impact organisms in a 
polarized manner: as an evolutionary force in increasing genome size and as molecular parasites whose 
activities may lead to potentially deleterious mutations and other harmful effects such as DNA double-
strand breaks. In Homo sapiens, mobile elements constitute about 45% of the sequence content, DNA 
transposons 3%, and retrotransposons 40%. Despite this overwhelming presence in the genome and 
across species, mobile elements do not run rampant and unchecked. Post-transcriptional gene silencing 
or RNA interference (RNAi) provides the natural safeguard against destructive viral invasions and TEs. 
In both somatic and germline cells, the piRNA pathway is the principle line of defense against 
transposons and other mobile genetic elements. Compared to the microRNA and siRNA pathways, 
little is known about the fundamental molecular instruments working behind the piRNA pathway to 
ensure genetic stability. Distinguishing a role for Belle in the piRNA pathway will bring us another 
step closer to understanding the complex mechanism for the genome's self-defense. 
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INTRODUCTION             

 
 Eukaryotic DNA harbors 'selfish genetic elements' that are capable of replicating and 
transmitting themselves throughout the genome (Hurst and Werren, 2001). This kind of DNA, often 
known as 'junk DNA', includes transposable elements (TEs). The mobile and self-perpetuating nature 
of transposons allows them to impact organisms in a polarized manner: as an evolutionary force in 
increasing genome size (Agren and Wright, 2011) and as molecular parasites whose activities may lead 
to potentially deleterious mutations and other harmful effects such as DNA double-strand breaks (Chen 
et al., 2007). In Drosophila melanogster, the nurse cells and the oocyte share the cytoplasm in the 
germline. This allow proteins to flow from the nurse cells into the developing oocyte. Consequently, 
the oocyte genome is vulnerable to transformations from internal and external threats, such as the 
aforementioned TEs (Senti et al.,2010). In Homo sapiens, mobile elements constitute about 45% of the 
sequence content, DNA transposons 3%, and retrotransposons 40% (Callinan and Batzer., 2006). 
Despite this overwhelming presence in the genome and across species, mobile elements do not run 
rampant and unchecked. Post-transcriptional gene silencing or RNA interference (RNAi) provides the 
natural safeguard against destructive viral invasions and TEs (Klenov et al., 2004).  

  RNA interference begins with the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC). The core of the 
RISC is composed of an Argonaute family protein and a bound small RNA. The RISC is capable of 
targeting specific RNAs using complementary base pairing mediated by the bound small RNA. Since 
mRNAs are essential intermediates of all gene expression, this complex can potentially inhibit a 
multitude of cell functions. The family of Argonaute proteins are evolutionarily diverse and has given 
rise to three different small RNA pathways within organisms; the microRNA (miRNA), small-
interfering RNA (siRNA), and the PIWI-interacting RNA (piRNA) pathways. 

 MicroRNAs function post-transcriptionally to regulate messenger RNA translation and stability.  
In order to partake in silencing, miRNAs pair to the mRNAs of protein-coding genes to direct their 
post-transcriptional repression (Bartel 2009). However, this pairing entails imprecise anti-sense base-
pairing. siRNA, on the other hand, can recognize targets by precise complementarity and elicit RNA-
mediated interference (Lee and Ambros, 2001). Less is known about the piRNA pathway and its 
silencing capabilities are crucial since transposon transmission is even more active in the germline. 
Unlike the microRNA and siRNA pathways, the piRNA pathway does not utilize Dicer for small RNA 
production (Senti and Brennecke, 2010). In the germline, the piRNA pathway functions via an intricate 
'ping-pong' cycle of amplification (Brennecke et al., 2007). Along with Piwi, germline cells express 
two PIWI related family proteins called Aubergine (Aub) and AGO3 (from the Argonaute family). 
These three proteins localize to the cytoplasm, accumulating around the nucleus. The ping-pong model 
illustrates that Aub is guided by an antisense piRNA to a sense transcript from an active transposon. 
Cleavage of the target transcript initiates production of a new sense piRNA which is then loaded into 
AGO3. The formed AGO3-piRNA complex then cleaves complementary piRNA cluster transcripts 
which then begins biogeneisis of a novel antisense and Aub-bond piRNA with a sequence that is 
identical to the initial piRNA. Since Aub and AGO3 function catalytically, the ping-pong cycle 
amplifies silencing-competent piRNAs, with the loop working only within the presence of an active 
transposon message (Senti and Brennecke., 2010). 

 Previous research has demonstrated that several key players which participate in the process of 
suppressing mobile genetic elements in the piRNA pathway localize to a perinuclear structure found 
within germline cells known as the nuage (French term for 'cloud') . The general function of the nuage 
is, for the most part, unknown. However, the presence of these key players (such as Tejas, Vasa, 
Spindle-E etc.) has led researchers to believe that it may act as a 'potential processing site' (Liu et 
al.,2011;Pek and Kai, 2011).  



 
Figure 1: (A) An antibody staining of the nuage using aubergine (Aub), one of the key proteins in 
piRNA biogenesis. (B) A diagram of piRNA biogenesis with various precursor proteins that also 
localize to the nuage (Tejas, Vasa,Spindle-E, Krimper and Maelstrom) (adapted from Siomi et al., 
2011) (C) Bel in the nuage.  

 This investigation functions to articulate a role for the RNA helicase Belle (Bel) within RNA 
silencing. Bel is a DEAD-box protein necessary for fertility and development (Johnstone et al., 2005). 
DEAD-box proteins are ATP-dependent helicases which participate in RNA processing and RNP 
remodeling. These proteins have been linked to group one and two intron splicing (Del Campo et 
al.,2007; Mohr et al., 2002). Not much is known about bel, however, our lab has demonstrated that bel 

regulates Notch, an essential signaling pathway in most multi-cellular organisms, along with the 
microRNA pathway (Poulton et al., 2011).  Previous research has demonstrated that bel resides in a 
complex that also contains both protein and RNA components of the RISC, suggesting that it may 
function directly with RNAi machinery (Zhou et al., 2005). Furthermore, Bel has been found to also 
localize in the nuage (Figure 1C) (Kibanov et al., 2011).  

 Our fascination with bel was heightened after a screen of bel mutants with various transgenic 
flies. Constructs containing P-element sequences (UASp, GawB, and LacW) appeared to be silenced 
under a bel mutant background. It is well established that the piRNA pathway provides an adaptive 
defense against transposons (Brennecke et al., 2007) like P-elements, however, D. melanogaster lines 
containing P-element dependent constructs continue to function on a regular basis. We hypothesized 
that disabling bel allowed the piRNA pathway to suppress transposable elements with even greater 
fervor, causing irregularly potent P-element silencing.  Therefore, we propose that bel acts as a 
negative modulator of the piRNA pathway. 

 D. melanogaster ovaries are an excellent tissue to illustrate and study RNA silencing, as well as 
many other pathways. Females have two ovaries, both consisting of 16-20 ovarioles. These ovarioles 
are composed of developing egg chambers which can be categorized into 14 stages based on their size 
and morphology.  Each egg chamber functions to support a single egg/oocyte. Oogenesis begins with 
germline stem cells which divide to produce a daughter stem cell and a cystoblast. Four mitotic 
divisions later, a 16-cell-cyst is formed. One of the sixteen ultimately becomes the oocyte while the 



other fifteen form nurse cells which will produce the proteins necessary for the oocyte's fruition (Deng 
and Bownes, 1998).  

To further elucidate a role for bel  in the piRNA pathway, we referred to previous methodologies used 
to contextualize genes/components regulating the piRNA pathway. 

 Gene 
/component 
identified 

Interacts w/ 
piRNA 
components 
 

nuage RT-PCR (target 
of piRNA) 

Silencing 

 Development; 
Lehmann et al., 2011 

vreteno *** ***   

Cell; 
Brennecke  et al., 2007 

armitage ***  Gypsy, ZAM, 
tabor 

gypsy: 
Lac-Z 

EMBO; 
Brennecke et al., 2011 

Tudor-related 
genes 

***  Het-A, blood Gypsy: 
Lac-Z 

Table 1: piRNA pathway techniques: interactions with piRNA components and in the nuage were 
determined via antibody stainings, RT-PCR was performed isolating piRNA targets (transposons), and 
splicing defects/silencing was investigated using gypsy:lac-Z constructs  

RESULTS 

Preliminary Research  

From our previous screen, we discovered two new bel alleles, bel
74407 and bel

47110. We found that these 
new bel mutant alleles caused oocyte polarity defects as Gurken and Staufen proteins mis-localized , 
and also observed defected Notch signaling (Poulton et al., 2011). Before we could begin investigating 
bel's involvement in the piRNA pathway, we first confirmed the effects of the new mutant alleles. To 
do so, we compared their phenotype with two published mutant alleles; bel

6 and bel
EKE. We used the 

FLP/FRT system to create mosaic clones due to the homozygous lethality of these mutant alleles. 

Figure 2: bel
6 mutants exhibited irregular Hindsight (Hnt) localization (outlined), as well as irregular 

follicle cell formations. The highlighted region is the patch of mutant cells with the bel
6 genotype. Blue 

is DNA. 

 Figure 3: bel
EKE exhibiting irregular Hnt localization.  

 



 

 
Figure 4: bel

47110 exhibits similar Hnt mislocalization. 
 

 
Figure 5: bel

74407 also exhibits similar Hnt mislocalization. 
   
The similar irregularities in Hnt localization reinforce that these mutant alleles are defective in the 
same gene and confirms the bel  mutant phenotype.  
 
Unfortunately, no homozygous viable mutant allele for bel existed before this investigation began. 
Therefore, in order to more accurately quantify the consequences of mutating the bel gene, trans-
heterozygotes were created from the various bel mutant alleles that were available: bel

74407, bel
47110, 

bel
6, bel

EKE, and bel
neo*30. I found only bel

74407
/bel

neo*30  and bel
47110

/bel
neo*30 flies were viable. 

 

Females 
Males    

bel74407 bel47110 belEKE belneo*30 bel6 

bel74407 0/1020 0/1095 0/1004 388/1453 (26.70%) 0/1009 

bel47110 0/1100 0/1016 0/1027 287/1687  (17.01%) 0/1022 

belEKE 0/1007 0/1058 0/1093 0/1010 0/1073 

belneo*30 400/1782 (22.45%) 455/1839(24.74%) 0/1015 0/1007 0/1005 

bel6 0/1013 0/1002 0/1001 0/1022 2/1267 
(0.15%) 

Table 1: Generating transheterozygotes: total number of transheterozygotes over total progeny 
produced. All mutant alleles were balanced; flies were selected against balancer traits. 
 
These trans-heterozygotes were then used for RNA extraction and apply to qRT-PCR ; piRNA clusters 
(sequences from which pre-piRNA are produced) as well as piRNA pathway targets (such as 
transposons) were measured.  
 
 



Quantitative Reverse-Transcription PCR  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 1: Cluster-1A is one of several regions from which piRNA components are generated. 
BelGFP without a driver is normalized as the control for normal levels of Cluster-1A with wildtype 
Bel. Heterozygous bel74407 demonstrates similar levels. When BelGFP is driven by multiple drivers, 
(2Mat>BelGFP;MTD>BelGFP), Cluster-1A levels are reduced. In the transheterozygotes 
(bel

74407
/
neo30), Cluster-1A levels are reduced even further.  

According to our hypothesis, we would expect lower levels of Cluster-1A expression when Bel is over-
expressed (if Bel supresses the piRNA pathway, then over-driving Bel should increase piRNA 
supression). However, in our transheterozygotes, Bel function should be reduced and piRNA 
suppression should be decreased therefore Cluster-1A levels should be greater.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Graph2: Het-A is a pathway target, meaning that it is suppressed by the piRNA pathway.BelGFP 
without a driver is normalized as the control for normal levels of Het-A with wildtype Bel. 
Heterozygous bel74407 demonstrates similar levels. When BelGFP is driven by multiple drivers, 



(2Mat>BelGFP;MTD>BelGFP), Het-A levels are reduced. In the transheterozygotes (Bel74407/belneo30), 
transheterozygotes levels are reduced even further.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 3: Tart is a pathway target, meaning that it is suppressed by the piRNA pathway. BelGFP 
without a driver is normalized as the control for normal levels of Tart with wildtype Bel. Heterozygous 
bel74407 demonstrates similar levels. When BelGFP is driven by multiple drivers, 
(2Mat>BelGFP;MTD>BelGFP), Tart levels are reduced. In the transheterozygotes (Bel74407/belneo30), 
transheterozygotes levels are reduced even further.  

 As piRNA targets, we see similar results for Het-A and Tart. According to our hypothesis, we 
would expect higher levels of transposons when Bel is over-expressed (if Bel suppresses the piRNA 
pathway, then over-driving Bel should increase piRNA suppression and therefore increase the amount 
of transposable elements that are left untamed). In our transheterozygotes, Bel function should be 
reduced and piRNA suppression should be decreased therefore transposon levels should be lower, as 
seen in the data.  

Failure to splice 

We attempted to study the splicing function of the bel mutant alleles because of Bel's role as an 
RNA helicase. To do so, we used an IVS3-lacz reporter line. When IVS3 is successfully spliced out, 

the promoter can drive lacZ expression.  
 
Figure 6: IVS3-LacZ reporter line construct. Hsp83/vasa promoters are used to ensure expression 
exclusively during the germline within the nurse cells. The essential P-element intron, IVS3, is flanked 
by exons; the translation initiation site (ATG) , nuclear localization signal (NLS), and transcription start 
(downward arrow), and the Escherichia coli beta-galactosidase (lacZ)-neo fusion gene (beta-geo) 



site (angled arrow) are indicated. The black arrows at each end represent p-element termini used for 
transformation(adapted from Roche, 1995) 

Figure 7: bel74407:The red staining marks beta-gal (Lac-z expression), green marks wild-type (non-
green is bel mutant); expression is lost therefore IVS3 has not been spliced out.  

Figure 8: bel47110:The red staining marks beta-gal (Lac-z expression), green marks wild-type (non-
green is bel mutant); expression is lost therefore IVS3 has not been spliced out.  
 
Nuage Rescue 

We observed that when bel is overexpressed, nuage components such as Vasa or Aubergine fail to 
localize around the nucleus.  To verify if this loss is due to bel, we co-overexpressed bel as well as 
nuage components Vasa and Tejas. In this experiment, we used two Vasa mutant alleles; VasaF225A 
and Vasa Q525A. These mutant alleles were created via a single amino acid change. This results in a 
RNA binding defect within the Vasa protein. However, when these mutants are over expressed, vasa 
localizes as in the wild-type. 

Figure 9: Wildtype: Vasa normally localizes around the nucleus to the nuage 



Figure 10: Bel over-expression. Vasa fails to localize to the nuage when Bel is over-expressed  

Figure 11: Wildtype: Vasa also localizes to the pole plasm of the developing oocyte 

Figure 12: Bel over-expression. Vasa fails to localize to the nuage when Bel is over-expressed  

Figure 13: Bel over-expression. When belle is not over-expressed (where there is no green) Aub 
localizes successfully to the nuage. Otherwise, it appears that Aub localization is reduced.  

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 14: VasaF225A and Bel over-expression: Vasa localization to the nuage is lost 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 15: VasaF225A and Bel over-expression: Vasa localization to the pole plasm is lost 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16: VasaQ525A and Bel over-expression: vasa localization is lost in the nuage 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 17: VasaQ525A and Bel over-expression: vasa localization is lost in the pole plasm 

 

Figure 18: Tejas over-expression: normal Vasa localization to the nuage, however, Tejas should also 
localize to the nuage but instead is only seen in the oocyte.  

 

Figure 19: Tejas over-expression: normal Vasa localization to the poleplasm, however, Tejas should 
also localize to the nuage but again is only seen in the oocyte.  
 



 

 

 

Figure 20: Tejas and Bel over-expression: Vasa localization appears weak but not completely reduced 

 
Figure 21:Tejas and Bel over-expression: Vasa localization to the nuage seems lost, however, regular 
localization to the pole plasm appears in tact despite over-expression of Bel. 



DISCUSSION              

             
 We originally proposed that bel acts as a negative modulator of the piRNA pathway. Further 
studies must be attempted before rendering our original hypothesis invalid. Much of the data 
contradicts Bel's role as a negative modulator of the piRNA pathway, however, it also suggests that 
there is some kind of interaction with the piRNA pathway and its known components. The data 
provided from the qRT-PCR is inconsistent and must be repeated. This may be due to human error 
during RNA extraction, contamination of the samples, or during the qRT-PCR.  The identification of 
these viable transheterozygotes, bel

neo30/74407 and bel
neo30/74407, will facilitate  further study of Bel and its 

interactions with RNA silencing and many other pathways. Hopefully this contribution will be a useful 
tool for other researchers. 
 
 We utilized the IVS3-LacZ construct to confirm the two new bel mutant alleles. We initially 
interpreted the lack of LacZ expression as a splicing defect, which is to be expected if Bel is properly 
mutated and is unable to function as an RNA helicase. However, under further observation, we realized 
that the construct was P-element depended. Therefore this IVS3 suppressed phenotype may be caused 
by bel mutant derepressing of piRNA system.  
 
To thoroughly understand Bel's presence and effect on nuage components and the piRNA pathway, 
more work must be done to demonstrate Bel's interaction with other piRNA components such as 
Spindle-E, Maelstrom, and Krimper. We saw that when bel is over-expressed, localization of the nuage 
components Vasa and Aub is reduced. This may be due to 'overloading' of the nuage or consequent to 
bel suppressing the piRNA pathway and thus nuage components. Interestingly enough, however, Vasa 
localization to the pole plasm is maintained when over-expressing bel. Furthermore, when Tejas and 
Bel are co-overexpressed, Vasa fails to localize to the nuage yet continues to localize to the pole plasm. 
Whereas when the Vasa mutants are co-overexpressed with Bel, Vasa mislocalizes in both regions.  
 
 In both somatic and germline cells, the piRNA pathway is the principle line of defense against 
transposons and other mobile genetic elements. Compared to the microRNA and siRNA pathways, 
little is known about the fundamental molecular instruments working behind the piRNA pathway to 
ensure genetic stability. Distinguishing a role for bel in the piRNA pathway will bring us another step 
closer to understanding the complex mechanism for the genome's self-defense. 



FUTURE WORK              

 

Canalization 

  Canalization is an “organism's ability to produce the same 
phenotype despite genotypic variations and environmental 
influences”. Although the underlying mechanisms of canalization 
remain unknown, the piRNA pathway has been shown to be the only 
form of small RNA silencing involved (Gangaraju et al., 2010). 
Using a Drosophila eye-outgrowth assay sensitized by a dominant 
Krupple allele (as described in the Gangaraju paper), we can 
demonstrate the severity of bel's influence on the piRNA pathway. 
They observed that strong alleles of Piwi and other piRNA proteins 
greatly enhanced the eye-outgrowth phenotype in an epigenetic 
manner. The intensity of the overgrowth increased with every 
generation after the piwi mutant allele was removed, crossed back to 
the original sensitized Kr(irregular facets-1) allele. (in progress) 
 
Hybrid Dysgenesis 

There is a specific class of transposons known as P-elements that are a new addition to the 
D.melanogaster  genome. These P-elements seemed to have spread through all wild type populations 
by the 1970's  after the original isolation of today's laboratory strains in 1905, which do not contain P-
elements. An interesting syndrome known as hybrid dysgenesis may be used as a tool to manipulate 
transposon activity, thus monitoring the piRNA pathway and potentially distinguishing a role for bel. 
Hybrid dysgenesis refers to the high rate of mutation among germline cells when a female of the M 
cytotype (without P-elements) is crossed with a P cytotype (with P-elements) male (Kidwell, 1981). 
However, the reciprocal cross shows no signs of hybrid dysgenesis. The ovaries of P cytotype females 
contain high amounts of a repressor protein that inhibits transcription of the transposase gene. 
Conversely, the ovaries of M cytotype females, which do not contain the repressor protein, allow for 
transposition of P elements from the male flies. We can use this fact to illustrate whether or not bel has 
an effect on the piRNA pathway. If we cross a bel mutant female with a P cytotype male, the progeny 
produced should have germline cells where transposon activity should be particularly aggressive, 
however the lack of bel should allow the piRNA pathway to counteract this increase in transposon 
activity even more so. Using RNA sequencing, we can then compare transposon levels of this cross 
with the hybrid dysgenetic cross. 
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